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Chapter 411 Damn Sister-in-law! 

 

His movements are natural. It seems that they have become quite close. 

 

He touches her head gently. 

 

Nikita doesn’t like to be touched on her head, but his action is not offensive. Think of the breakfast and 

dessert, she slightly frowned and endured. 

 

They looked at each other for a few seconds, the girl lowered her eyes. She didn’t say anything, and 

walked slowly to the dining room. 

 

Beside her, the man smiled, and he also lowered his eyes. He smiled with his thin lips, he followed her 

pace with his long legs. He slowed down his pace to walk side by side with her. 

 

When the girl was walking, her braid moved. 

 

Like a rabbit. 

 

Sheehan looked at it a few times, and he wanted to touch. 

 

But thinking that the little girl next to him was already dissatisfied with him, he sipped his lips and 

controlled this impulse. 

 

There is a long way to go. 

 

If he does so much, it will only backfire. 

 

Behind them. 



 

Felton looked at Sheehan touch Nikita’s head, Unexpectedly, Nikita also had no reaction, she seemed to 

accept his movement. Felton’s face got gloomy, as if there was a thick layer of ice on his face. 

 

He lifted his legs to follow them. 

 

The man who was walking in front of him seemed to have eyes on his back. He turned and looked at 

him. coldly. 

 

The warning in his eyes is quite clear. 

 

Felton seemed to read five words in his eyes: Go to sweep the garden. 

 

He paused and pinched his fists. His beautiful eyes were full of unwillingness and anger. He looked at 

them get away from him. 

 

Fabian, who didn’t find out the situation, went forward and stood beside him. He said with relief on his 

face, “Young master, don’t bother them. 

 

Let them get along with each other.” 

 

“I didn’t expect him to be able to chase girls. 

 

He gets up early in the morning and cooks breakfast for Miss Swift. 

 

If I hadn’t seen it with my own eyes, I couldn’t believe that master could ignore his position to please a 

girl 

 

so much. 

 



It seems that he really likes Miss Swift.” 

 

“Old Mr. Lambert can rest assured, he won’t need to worry that master can’t chase girls.” 

 

“Young master, you and Miss Swift are in the same class. 

 

You have to look after her more at school. I think Miss Swift will probably become your future sister-in- 

law.” 

 

Felton’s face became more gloomy. 

 

Damn sister-in-law! 

 

He doesn’t want Nikita to be his sister-in-law! 

 

Felton sneered. 

 

His brother wants to chase Nikita? 

 

Can he succeed? 

 

Nikita is not a snobbish or superficial girl, even if his brother looks very handsome, even if the Lambert 

family is very rich, it is still impossible for Nikita to be together with his brother because of these 

superficial conditions. 

 

“What sister-in-law, can you guarantee? Don’t say these words in the future, it is not good for her 

reputation! 

 

How old is Nikita? She is still a student. She is focusing on her studies now. Wait and see, she won’t be 

together with my brother at all!” 



 

After saying this coldly, Felton turned and left with a cold face. 

 

Fabian didn’t know the reason of his anger, he was confused. He looked at Felton’s angry back. 

 

Fabian looked confused: “What’s wrong with young master? Why is he so angry?” 

 

Doesn’t he like Miss Swift? 

 

He doesn’t want Miss Swift to be his sister-in-law? 

 

Thinking that Felton and the lady of the Garrett family seemed to have a good relationship, Fabian felt 

that he could understand. 

 

He thought that Felton didn’t like Miss Swift because of the lady of the Garrett family.  

Chapter 412 I can do one thing for you. 

 

The appearance and the family background of Miss Garrett is indeed more suitable for the young 

master. These two families even wanted to get married before, but the young master doesn’t like Miss 

Garrett, so even they are suitable, it is useless. 

 

They go to the dining room. 

 

On the white dining table, there is the breakfast with rich nutrition and excellent appearance. 

 

There are little steamed buns, steamed egg custard with cheese, thick and delicious seafood porridge, 

with various dishes that look refreshing, freshly baked sandwiches, fried eggs, rolls and several desserts 

that look very attractive. 

 

Nikita looked at the table and blinked her eyes. 



 

It should have taken a lot of time to make so many dishes. 

 

At least, it may take two hours. 
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Counting the time, he had to get up at about five o’clock in the morning, and she was still asleep at that 

time. 

 

Even if he is deliberately pleasing her… 

 

Nikita is also slightly touched. 

 

She didn’t expect Sheehan to be so patient. 

 

He doesn’t look like someone who will do these things to please girls. 

 

The man stepped forward and pulled the dining chair as a gentleman. 

 

Nikita sipped her lips, she was thinking about something, then she walked over and sat down. 

 

Those desserts were all placed in front of her seat. The aroma of strawberry cheese was mixed with the 

aroma of mango cheese, which made her face look less indifferent than usual. 

 

She looked at the desserts, and her eyes became bright. 

 

Opposite her, the man looked at every subtle expression on her face with his eyes, he smiled, and his 

voice was low: “You can try desserts first, and it tastes best when it is just prepared.” 

 



Nikita didn’t refuse, she picked up a spoon and bowed her head to eat. 

 

After eating two mouthfuls, she paused.  

 

“What’s the matter? 

 

Is it not delicious?” Opposite her, the man asked in a gentle voice. 

 

“No.” The girl raised her head, and her black and bright eyes were warmer than usual. She sipped her 

lower lip and commented seriously, “It’s very delicious.” 

 

It was even beyond her expectation. 

 

She didn’t expect Sheehan’s dessert to be so delicious. 

 

Hearing her comment, Sheehan’s face was calm, but he smiled with his beautiful lips. 

 

After eating the meal, 

 

The maid came up with a packed lunch box. 

 

Sheehan reached out his hand and picked it up. He got up with a lunch box and said, “Let’s go. I will take 

you to school.” 

 

Nikita was cured by food, and she was in a good mood. She put her hand on the table, and her slender 

white. fingers gently touched her jaw. After thinking for a while, she gently smiled and said, “I can’t eat 

your breakfast for nothing. Before going to school, I can help you do one thing.” 

 

Sheehan: “Hmm?” 

 



After sleeping well and eating well, Nikita stretched herself satisfactorily, she stood up slowly, and her 

tone was casual: “Go and see your geomantic omen of love.” 

 

Ten minutes later. 

 

Nikita went to the place where the fate of love was destroyed. 

 

She stood by the area, thought for a moment, then turned to the gardeners with shovels and said, “Dig 

up this peach tree and plant it next to that pool.” 

 

“As for this statue, put it here.” 

 

The gardener waiting on the side immediately stepped forward, lifting the statue and digging the tree. 

 

Nikita told them, “Be careful, don’t hurt the roots. 

 

A whole tree must be dug up, and the roots should not be broken under the ground.” 

 

“Yes, Miss Swift.” 

 

Everyone of the Lambert family has known that Old Mr. Lambert likes Miss Swift. 

 

Their master also likes her. 

 

In the future, Miss Swift will be the young lady of the Lambert family. 

Chapter 413 Special Meanings 

 

Therefore, they have treated Nikita as a young lady in the future. Their attitudes are respectful. 

 



“Just move the statue and peach tree?” Sheehan stood by and watched for a while. He was a layman, 

who couldn’t understand anything. He turned his head and asked the girl beside him curiously. 

 

He thought it would be complicated. 

 

But it seems very simple. 

 

“Something like that.” Nikita nodded, she didn’t say much. 

 

For laymen, it seems to be a very simple thing without any difficulty in operation. 

 

But for insiders, Nikita’s skill is definitely incomparable. 

 

She has become a master of the surroundings and the atmosphere. Even at a glance, she can tell the 

condition of the geomantic omen. 

 

It is also easy for her to design the arrangements of things. 

 

For those who are not so proficient, or just those who are a little proficient, it often takes half a day or 

even several days to observe the arrangements. 

 

Sean, as a master of geomantic omen, also admires Nikita very much. 

 

At the beginning, he brought Nikita into this area. 

 

But Nikita became more powerful than him just after two years. 

 

He once joked that it was fortunate for him that Nikita has not really entered this area. Otherwise, his 

status in geomantic omen will be changed. 

 



After almost half an hour. 

 

The peach tree, which has grown very big, was dug out. When Sheehan saw the roots dug out, he was 

stunned, and his handsome face was surprised. 

 

The peach tree has many branches and leaves, and it looks very good. 

 

But the roots dug out were rotten, and at a distance, they can smell a faint smell of decay. 

 

He looked surprised and stared at the rotten roots for a few seconds, he turned his head. He said in 

disbelief: “The roots are rotten, but this peach tree grows so well, why?” 

 

Under normal circumstances, the roots of the tree are rotten, and the peach tree will slowly wither. 

 

But every spring, the peach tree can not only blossom, it can even bloom beautifully, and the flowers on 

the branches are numerous. 

 

Nikita is also looking at the rotten roots, she narrows her eyes, and her tone is somewhat profound: 

“Some things in metaphysics can’t be explained by science. 

 

But these strange phenomena do exist.” 

 

“The roots of this peach tree are rotten, but it can grow very well. Because the geomantic omen of your 

house is too prosperous. The tree has died. But the geomantic omen nourishes this tree to continue to 

grow.” 

 

Sheehan, a materialist, only felt strange when he listened to these mysterious words that violated 

normal scientific principles. 

 

The tree is dead. 

 



But it can continue to grow based on the geomantic omen?  

 

“If the omen here is not good, if you don’t have enough aura to nourish this peach tree to prevent it 

from being completely dead, the youngsters in your generation won’t fall in love at all.” 

 

Even if she wants to remedy it, it will be so late. 

 

Now, if they plant it in another place, this peach tree can slowly “survive”. 

 

“The arrangements have been mended by you. So the fate of love of our family in this generation will 

also change?” The man was silent for a moment, his eyes were deep. He looked at the girl in front of 

him. There was something in his dark eyes that flashed quickly. 

 

The voice is heavy and a little magnetic, with some special meanings. 

 

When Nikita looked at his deep eyes, she was stunned. Her heart beats faster. 

 

He is… looking straight at her. 

Chapter 414 She wants to become a disciple of Malcom sincerely. 

 

He really doesn’t hide the intentions of his questions at all. 

 

He is almost asking her that whether he can be together with her after the arrangements have been 

mended. 

 

Nikita sipped her lips and ignored the abnormal feelings in her heart. She looked at another place, and 

her voice was light: “Well, something will change.” 

 

She heard a chuckle in her ear. The man’s voice was very close, like whispering in her ear. He said softly 

and slowly, “I am looking forward to the changes.” 

 



Nikita: “…” 

 

The Swift family. 

 

The atmosphere at the dinner table is not as pleasant and relaxing as usual. 

 

Everyone seems to be worried about something. 

 

After eating a few mouthfuls, Margot felt that she had no appetite. She put down her chopsticks, 

thought for a while, and said to Nathan who was sitting opposite. “Nathan, your tutor, who is going to 

the competition, is he a student of Malcom? 

 

Nathan raised his head, he was silent for a few seconds, and gently said “hmm”. 

 

Margot said again: “Can you let Yvonne and Malcom meet each other with the help of your tutor?” 

 

“We are not aiming at gaining anything through the relationship. I just want Malcom to be familiar with 

Yvonne. Margot still cares about this competition very much, she pauses and continues, “Yvonne can 

 

also perform well in front of him first and give him a good impression.”  

 

Yvonne also put down her knife and fork, raised her head, and looked at Nathan with longing in her 

eyes. 

 

She dreams of becoming a disciple of Malcom. 

 

If she can meet Malcom before the competition, it will be more possible for her to win the competition. 

 

Nathan’s face changed slightly. 

 



His teacher, Farley, is indeed a disciple of Malcom, but it is even hard for Farley to meet Malcom. It is 

more impossible to let Farley help them to make an appointment with Malcom. 

 

The Swift family is not that superior. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Margot saw that he didn’t speak and frowned. “Don’t you have a good 

relationship with your tutor? 

 

He also introduced you to a very good agent. 

 

This time, you can ask him to help you introduce Yvonne to Malcom. He shouldn’t refuse, should he?” 

 

“If he wants money or something, it’s also…” 

 

“Mom, my tutor is not short of money, and he hates receiving gifts privately.” Nathan frowned and 

interrupted Margot.” Malcom is teacher Farley’s tutor, but my teacher won’t help you like this.” 

 

“Why?” 

 

“Malcom likes to be quiet, and he doesn’t like to be disturbed. 

 

After Mr. Farley and other disciples graduated from him, they rarely met him again. 

 

It’s hard for Teacher Farley to meet him. How can he help others ask him out?” 

 

Margot frowned. “So, there is no way at all?” 

 

Yvonne pinched her fingers tightly, and her eyes showed disappointment. 

 

Nathan shook his head: “A master-level figure like Malcom is always hard to meet.” 



 

Margot also shows a face of disappointment. But hearing Nathan’s words, she could only give up this 

thought. 

 

“Forget it, I’ll see if there is another way.” 

 

“In fact…” Nathan suddenly remembered that day at the door of the clubhouse. He remembered the 

scene. Nikita and Malcom seemed to be close. If she wants to help, perhaps she can call Malcom out. 

 

However, she seemed to hate the Swift family, hate them. Perhaps she won’t be willing to help. 

 

“What? Have you thought of other ways?” Seeing his hesitation, Margot asked immediately. 

 

Nathan remembered Nikita’s cold and indifferent face in his mind, he hesitated and changed his words: 

“Nothing. 

Chapter 415 I can spend all my time to accompany you. 

 

I want to say that in fact, with Yvonne’s strength, there is no need to use these relationships in private. 

As for Malcom’s character, even he has met Yvonne in advance, he will also focus on her work in the 

competition.” “If she doesn’t meet his requirements, meeting him in private for numerous times is also 

meaningless.” 

 

“If she meets his requirements, she can be chosen by him without doing anything.” 

 

Ask Nikita for help? 

 

Nathan won’t do it. 

 

Nikita is very hostile to their family now. 

 

To beg her can only bring disgrace to himself. 



 

“Mom, I will try my best.” Yvonne smiled reluctantly. “My brother is right. In the end, it depends on 

strength.” 

 

“After the birthday party, you should control yourself and practice the piano well.” Margot thought for a 

while, then said, “I’ll see if I can ask Nana to teach you.” 

 

Yvonne raised her head in surprise. 

 

Although Nana can’t be compared with Malcom. 

 

But she is also a famous pianist in the country. 

 

Her courses must be expensive. 

 

If Nana can teach her, it will definitely be much more useful than practicing the piano by herself. 

 

She didn’t expect Margot to be so generous this time. When she was surprised, she said with joy: “Mom, 

thank you.” 

 

Nathan looked at her delighted appearance, he lowered his head, and his mood was complicated. 

 

Margot spared no effort to help Yvonne to be chosen by Malcom. 

 

How will she react if she knows Nikita and Malcom have a good relationship? 

 

Perhaps, she will react in the same way as him when he saw Nikita talking with Malcom and Maddox at 

the door of the clubhouse. 

 

Shocked, incredible, unable to believe…. 



 

At the gate of the First Senior High School. 

 

Nikita opened the door, said thank you, she was ready to get off. 

 

“Wait, take this with you.” 

 

Sheehan stopped her and handed her the lunch box that the maid packed in the morning: “I made more 

in the morning, take it as a snack.” 

 

Nikita lowered her eyes to look at the pink lunch box. 

 

After a few seconds, she stretched out her hand and took it: “Thanks.” 

 

She didn’t refuse, and the man was in a good mood, so he smiled: “What do you want to eat at night?” 

 

Nikita was stunned. 

 

Before she could answer, the man next to her continued: “Buddha jumps over the wall, do you want to 

eat 

 

it?” 

 

The man added, “This dish is a little difficult, and it may take much time. I will get off work early in the 

afternoon to cook it. 

 

So when you come back from school, you can eat it. 

 

“Well, go to class. If you have any problems, you can send messages on WhatsApp or call me. 

 



If you want to talk to someone, you can also call me. I can reply to you at any time.” 

 

“Do you have nothing to do?” Nikita finally couldn’t help but ask.  

 

Why does she feel that…this man says that he will pursue her after the college entrance examination… 

 

But in fact, now he is chasing her in a different way. 

 

Besides, his trick is really useful for her. 

 

She can’t refuse delicious food at all. 

 

“It depends on people.” The man is wearing a black shirt, with two buttons opened on his chest, 

revealing the cold white skin on his chest. His collarbone is delicate collarbone. His hand is putting gently 

on the steering wheel. When he is talking, his black eyes are watery, and his eyes are attractive. 

 

The sentence “It depends on people” shows a little charming tenderness. 

 

“Niky, I am willing to spend all my time to accompany you.” 

 

After Nikita got off form his car, she felt that the strong sight in the car still didn’t move away from her. 

She accelerated her pace and quickly walked into the campus. 

 

Her heartbeats were still a little fast. 

Chapter 416 He is good at pleasing her. 

 

She is suspicious of one thing now. 

 

Sheehan had never been in love before and had no friends of the opposite sex around him? 

 



How can he be so good at pleasing her? 

 

He doesn’t look like an inexperienced person at all. 

 

Is it because she helped his family repair the arrangements, which had an effect on him, so he could be 

like this? 

 

After walking into the classroom. 

 

“Niky, you are coming!” 

 

Unexpectedly, Samuel came early. As soon as Nikita entered the classroom, he raised his hand and 

waved to her excitedly. 

 

He is quite excited, just like a fan who meets his idol. 

 

Nikita nodded to greet him. She went to the last row and sat down. 

 

She stretched out her hand, took off the black backpack and put it into the drawer. 

 

“My cousin told me that the milk tea in this store is very delicious. I told her to help me buy a cup of milk 

tea when she bought it. 

 

Try it, you can test whether it is delicious.” 

 

As soon as Nikita sat down, there was a cup of mango taro ball milk tea on her desk. 

 

“And this. My cousin said the dessert in this shop is also delicious, so I asked her to buy some together. 

 

Try it and see if it tastes good.” 



 

Another box with cake was put on her desk. 

 

Samuel’s dark eyes were shining, he handed things to her, and looked at Nikita with expectation. 

 

Nikita lowered her eyes, looked at the table, and looked up at the big boy with the expression of 

“praising me, praising me. She smiled slightly and picked up the milk tea: “Thank you.” 

 

Samuel sipped his lips, and the expression on his face was a little shy: “Ahem, you’re welcome. 

 

You have cured the headache that I abhor and solved the big problem that has tortured me for so many 

years. Now we are close friends! 

 

If you like, I’ll bring these things to you every day!” 

 

After getting the acupuncture of Nikita, Samuel feels that he is reborn. 

 

His state’s countless times better than before. 

 

He can sleep better, eat better, and even jump higher when he is dunking while playing basketball. 

 

He is comfortable, and he feels that his life is great.  

 

He can’t admire Nikita to a deeper extent. 

 

“Hey, Samuel, are you robbing the things I should do?” 

 

Tammy routinely came to send milk tea and dessert to Nikita, and saw that Nikita had already had a cup 

of 

 



milk tea in her hand. She was like an angry cat, she was furious. When she walked by Samuel’s seat, she 

glared at him. 

 

Samuel smiled casually: “Tammy, what’s wrong with you? You can give food to Niky, but others are not 

allowed?” 

 

Tammy put the milk tea and dessert box in her hand on the desk, turned her head, and stared at him 

maliciously: “Hum, Samuel, I know your mind clearly. 

 

Don’t dream of being together with Nikita!” 

 

Nikita will be the wife of her cousin in the future! 

 

They will be families! 

 

“What’s the matter, Tammy, you are a girl, you want to rob girls with us? 

 

Are you a lesbian?” Tobin’s schoolbag is carried on his shoulder like a sack. With one hand in his pocket, 

he is standing behind Tammy. His words are ironic. 

 

“It’s none of your business.” When Tammy saw him, she was angry, and her tone was fierce. “The 

fragrant and soft girl certainly belongs to our girls. You, smelly boys, do you deserve her?” 

 

Tobin sneered: “Other girls are really fragrant and soft, but some people’s temper is bad, they may also 

be 

 

notorious.” 

Chapter 417 I really don’t need it. 

 

“You!” Tammy sipped her lips. She was furious. 

 



“Am I wrong?” Tobin threw his schoolbag to the desk and sat down lazily. “You are a good student in 

Class A, but you always run to Class F. You can’t make friends in your own class because you have a bad 

temper, so you come to our class to make friends?” 

 

“Well, although I have a bad temper, I am better than someone who are saying insulting words! 

 

Girls won’t like boys who talk insulting words. You will be single all your life!” 

 

Perhaps her words stimulated Samuel. 

 

His face was dark, and he sipped his lips. 

 

Tammy made a face at him again and looked very happy: “Hum, you deserve it! I want to make you 

angry to death.” 

 

Samuel, who knows the real situation, is a little speechless when he looks at them quarreling. 

 

“Ah ah ah.” Suddenly, several girls screamed in the classroom. “Hugh is going to participate in this year’s 

National Youth Piano Competition as a judge!! Ah ah ah, I’m crazy, I’m crazy! I would have studied piano 

well, so that I could sign up for the competition, and I could see Hugh! 

 

“Hugh will be the judge of this National Youth Piano Competition? Really? Ah ah ah, I also regret. Why 

didn’t I learn piano well at the beginning! 

 

The person who go to the competition this time will be able to get in close contact with him, right? I am 

so envious!” 

 

-“I really envy Yvonne, she signed up for the competition!” 

 

“I also envy her. I heard that she is also a fan of him. As a fan, it’s really enviable to have such an 

opportunity to get in touch with him and show her talents in front of him!” 

 



“And I heard that the champion can also shoot MV and perfume advertisements with Hugh. OMG. I’m 

even more envious. Can I go to learn piano now? 

 

These girls screamed incessantly. 

 

Hearing their screams, Samuel used his hand to pick his ears. “Is Hugh so popular? My cousin also likes 

him very much.” 

 

. 

 

“Of course he is popular!” Tammy is also a fan of Hugh. When she heard someone is talking about his 

idol, she looked proud. “He is a super popular top singer in the entertainment industry. He is handsome 

and talented! He is almost the most popular one!” 

 

Samuel pouted his lips: “Only little girls may like him.” 

 

“What do you know? I don’t want to talk with you.” Tammy turned her head and looked at Nikita, who 

was holding milk tea and sipping it. She bent down and blinked. “Nikita, do you want the signature of 

Hugh? I can help you get it!” 

 

Nikita opened her eyes in a daze, then she smiled: “No.” 

 

“I can really help you get his autographed photo!” Tammy thinks that girls of their age must like Hugh, 

including this cool girl, she definitely likes Hugh. 

 

She is very enthusiastic: “I don’t help others who ask me for help. 

 

But if you want it, I can help you get it! 

 

I can tell you secretly, I am a big fan of him. I can contact him directly!” 

 



“Oh.” Nikita nodded, and politely refused, “Thanks, but I really don’t need it.”  

 

Signed photo of Hugh? 

 

Even Hugh invited her to dinner, she didn’t even bother to go. 

 

Tammy was a little surprised to see her indifferent and uninterested attitude: “Don’t you like Hugh?” 

Chapter 418 The Beloved of God 

 

Nikita drank the milk tea, and the bubbles inside were delicious. Her voice was light: “I don’t idolize 

anyone.” When Yvonne came into the classroom, she heard the girls in the class discussing heatedly 

about Hugh. 

 

“Yvonne, have you seen that Hugh has sent a post on Facebook? 

 

He is going to participate in this year’s National Youth Piano Competition.” 

 

Everyone in the class knows that Yvonne has signed up for the piano competition. 

 

As soon as she appeared, several girls gathered around her and discussed excitedly: “Yvonne, I envy you 

so much. You can see Hugh at the scene.” 

 

“You can also shoot MV and advertisement with him when you get the first place!! Yvonne won the first 

place before. This time she must be the first place again. 

 

“Shooting advertisement and MV with Hugh? It’s so exciting.” 

 

Hugh is a top star with many fans. 

 

There are many students who are his fans. 



 

The girls in Class A are all his fans. 

 

Including Yvonne. 

 

Yvonne can go to the competition and meet Hugh. Perhaps she can shoot advertisements and MV with 

him. Who doesn’t envy her? 

 

Everyone thinks she is the God’s beloved. 

 

Yvonne looked the envious eyes around her and smiled politely. She pretended to say casually: “You are 

talking about this. I have already known.” 

 

“You have already known?” 

 

“Hmm.” Yvonne smiled slightly again and sipped her lower lip. “Brother Hugh share this thing on 

Wharsapp a few days ago.” 

 

“Share it?” A few girls beside her were stunned with their eyes wide open. “Yvonne, do you add him as a 

friend on WhatsApp?!” 

 

“Hmm.” Yvonne gently nodded her head. 

 

A group of girls around her were excited. 

 

“Yvonne, you have his account!! Ah ah ah, I’m going to envy to death! But how did you get Hugh’s 

account?” 

 

“Ah, my brother helped me.” Yvonne stretched out her hand and touched her hair on her forehead. She 

walked to her seat in the envious eyes of others, holding her chin with one hand and said indifferently, 

“My brother knows that I like Brother Hugh, so he asked for his account for me.” 



 

“Brother Hugh is very nice. He cheers me up after knowing that I am going to take part in the 

competition.” 

 

“Wow!” She is surrounded by envious screams. 

 

“Senior Nathan is so powerful.” 

 

“Yvonne, you are so lucky. Senior Nathan really dotes on you.” 

 

“I also want such a brother!” 

 

“Yvonne, do you really have the WhatsApp account of Hugh? 

 

Can we see his posts?” 

 

“Yes, yes, can we see Hugh’s posts?” 

 

Yvonne was stunned. One second ago, she was still enjoying the flattery and envy of people around her. 

The expression on her face was a little stiff at the next second. After a long time, she said: “No, I 

promised Brother Hugh, I can’t show his posts to others.” 

 

“You can show it to us secretly. We won’t tell him.”  

 

“Yes, yes, we won’t tell others, just show us.” 

 

Yvonne’s face became more and more stiff. She put her hand into her pocket and pinched her mobile. 

phone: “No, I can’t show it to you.” 

 

Don’t say it again. I said you can’t look, which couldn’t be changed.” 



 

She seemed a little annoyed, and her tone was not good. 

 

A few girls around her were suddenly frightened by her cold face. They looked at each other for a few 

 

seconds and felt a little surprised. She was gentle at ordinary times. Why did she seem to be quite 

different just now? 

Chapter 419 This girl is… Nikita?! 

 

“Well, if you don’t want us to look at it, we won’t look. Can you help us get his autograph?” 

 

“We all like Hugh very much. Yvonne, can you get his autograph?” 

 

“No problem.” Yvonne also realized that she was ill-mannered just now. In order to save her impression, 

she softened her voice, “If you want to get his autograph, sent me a message on WhatsApp. I will ask 

Brother Hugh to sign photographs for you.” 

 

“Wow, thank you, Yvonne, you are so nice.” 

 

“The selection of school babe will start tomorrow. We must all vote for you!” 

 

“I went to see the school babe warm-up post. Yvonne, you have the highest popularity. 

 

The popularity of that adopted daughter in your family lags far behind you. 

 

At the beginning, so many boys said that they would vote for her as the beauty babe. It seemed to be 

just lip service. They all knew that Yvonne was the best candidate for the beauty babe.” 

 

“Of course, that adopted daughter has nothing but beauty. 

 



Yvonne is both talented and beautiful. I am convinced only when Yvonne is elected as the school babe of 

First Senior High School.” 

 

“Don’t say that. She’s not so bad.” 

 

Every year, there will be a few days of warm-up before selecting school babe. 

 

The so-called warm-up means releasing the candidate’s details in the competition post of the campus 

forum two days in advance. 

 

The popularity of candidates is calculated according to the browsing rate. 

 

Yvonne was not in a good mood these days. 

 

She even forgot about it. 

 

At the moment, she heard that her popularity far exceeded Nikita. She popped up the corners of her lips 

in surprise. Then she took out her mobile phone in a good humor and logged in the campus forum. 

 

Soon, she saw the warm-up post. 

 

She clicked in and saw the statistical popularity of her and Nikita at a glance. 

 

She was the first one, and Nikita was the second one. 

 

Her current numbers of votes is over two hundred thousand. 

 

The numbers of votes of Nikita is only over fifty thousand.  

 

As soon as Nikita transferred to this school, she stole the limelight. 



 

Many boys in the school are clamoring that the next beauty babe will be replaced. 

 

Yvonne once had crisis awareness. 

 

She has been the beauty babe for several years. Graduation is around the corner. This time is the last 

one. If she is really replaced by Nikita, a person who has nothing but her beauty, it is definitely a shame 

for her. 

 

But now it seems that Nikita’s so-called popularity is false. 

 

At that time, she still firmly occupies the first place. 

 

According to this popularity. 

 

The school babe was still her this year. 

 

Yvonne popped up the corners of her lips in a good mood. When she saw Nikita lag far behind her, she 

suddenly felt that she has vented her spleen. 

 

Even though, she was still a little unhappy when she saw Nikita could actually rank second. 

 

A person who has nothing but beauty doesn’t even deserve the qualification to participate in the 

competition. 

 

“Holy crap! Look at the trending topic on Facebook! “A girl who praised Yvonne by disparaging Nikita 

just now suddenly exclaimed with her eyes widely open. Her tone was full of consternation. She was 

staring at a trending topic. 

 

“What? What happened? “The other girls looked at her extremely shocked appearance, so they all 

opened their mobile phones. 



 

After a few seconds. 

 

“Am I right? This girl is… Nikita?!” 

 

“It’s her!” 

 

“You are all wrong. How could it be Nikita? How can Nikita know Hugh?” 

 

Chapter 420 Suspected Exposure of Hugh’s Love Affair! 

 

Yvonne frowned when she heard it. 

 

“What trending topic?” As she said, she also turned on her mobile phone and logged into Facebook. 

 

When they clinked on Facebook, they saw this breaking news rank at the first place. 

 

After the headline of the news, the red word “Shocking” is very conspicuous. 

 

“Shocking News!! Suspected Exposure of Hugh’s Love Affair!” 

 

There are even pictures, showing the authenticity of this news. 

 

There are nine stealthies.  

 

In these photos, Hugh wears a mask and sunglasses. No one can’t see his face clearly. 

 

L 

 



But the clothes and shoes he wore were the same as before, and the cap he wore on his head was also 

the same as before. 

 

The girl beside Hugh was photographed from all angles. The girl’s appearance was extremely 

conspicuous and beautiful with fair skin. The camera was very close, which photoed her facial features 

very clear. 

 

It’s Nikita! 

 

Yvonne stared at the girl’s fair and delicate face on the mobile phone screen. After reading the whole 

news, her face is already sullen. 

 

Has Hugh eaten hot pot with Nikita? 

 

They seemed to be very close? 

 

As everyone knows, although there are many gossips about Banquet, there is no evidence of those 

gossips. Most of them are female artists who want to hype themselves and forcibly got involved with 

him. 

 

This is the first time that the paparazzi has photographed Hugh stayed with a girl who had non- 

cooperative with him. 

 

And the met each other in private time. 

 

Therefore, as soon as this news broke out, it took less than ten minutes to become the hottest topic. 

 

“Ah ah ah, who is this woman next to my honey? It seems to be a newcomer. I have never seen her 

before.” “There is something wrong with you? They just ate hot pot together. How did it become a love 

affair? Blogger, do you have no opposite sex friends in your life? You never go out to dinner with 

opposite sex friends?” 

 



“Damn it! How can you see they are intimate?! I didn’t see them holding hands or hugging, so why did 

they get close? I think this blogger has been single for too long and wants to fall in love. How can it be 

involved in love? Are you so shameless to achieve the target of working?” 

 

“Stop gossiping. Don’t believe in rumors. My brother once said that if he really fell in love, he would take 

the initiative to make it public. 

 

Please judge it rationally and wait for the official reply.” 

 

“Well, am I the only one who has missed the focus? 

 

Don’t you think this girl is so beautiful, with white skin, small face and delicate facial features? 

 

The paparazzi photoed her in such strange angles, but she still looks so beautiful.” 

 

“I also noticed it. The girl is really beautiful, and her facial features are too superior. 

 

Is she a newcomer to the entertainment industry? 

 

I feel that with this face, she will soon be popular.” 

 

It has given rise to a heated discussion. 

 

With the enthusiastic discussion of fans and onlookers, the news has just exposed for only a few 

minutes, but there were tens of thousands of times of reposts and comments. 

 

Because this topic was too hot, there were too many people discussing it. For a few minutes, the whole 

Facebook suffered system crash. 

 

“Yvonne, you must read the news. Is the girl next to Hugh the adopted daughter of your family?” 



 

At that time, many people looked at Yvonne at the same time to seek confirmation. 

 

Yvonne lifted her head. Her face a little gloomy. 

 

“Yvonne, how can this adopted daughter know Hugh? Is it also introduced by senior Nathan? Does she 

have 

 

such a good relationship with Hugh? They even went out to eat hot pot together. 

 


